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Ever since a computer file made by the digital artist known as Beeple sold at auction in March for $69 million, observers of the art world have been fascinated and bewildered by the astronomical spike ...
The Art Market Often Works in Secret. Here’s a Look Inside.
A Journey into Dark Matter, Spacetime, and Dreams Deferred," theoretical physicist Chanda Prescod-Weinstein invites readers into the universe as she sees it — and as a self-described queer agender ...
Black physicist rethinks the 'dark' in dark matter
The XIX International Workshop on Neutrino Telescopes (NeuTel) attracted 1000 physicists online from 18 to 26 February.
NeuTel as vibrant as ever
Springer Nature has now deployed its AI expertise to create a new publication format which focuses on literature reviews. This new format takes an innovative hybrid approach of blending human-machine ...
Springer Nature advances its machine-generated tools and offers new book format (AI-based lit overview)
IMC Education ( Sri Lanka’s undisputed leader in Overseas Medical student Placements to world’s leading Medical Universities across Europe, Eastern Europe and Asia is inviting applicants to apply for ...
Applications for MBBS/MD & Pre-Medicine is Now On
The BBVA Foundation Frontiers of Knowledge Award in the Humanities category has gone in this thirteenth edition to Gerald Holton ''for his numerous seminal contributions to the history of 19th and ...
Historian of science Gerald Holton wins the Frontiers of Knowledge Award in the Humanities
Yet on top of all that, he managed to cofound the first undergraduate research journal at Rutgers to publish student papers from any academic discipline. The first two issues of the journal were ...
Rutgers Senior Helps Launch New Undergraduate Research Journal
The MakerBot Educators Guidebook is a free and comprehensive 3D printing resource complete with advanced project ideas, tips & tricks, and more.
MakerBot Strengthens 3D Printing in Classrooms with Advanced Resources for Educators
Bill Gates and his wife Melinda have announced they are ending their marriage. So who is this man, who spent years as the richest person in the world and now ranks fourth on the Forbes list of the ...
Bill Gates: from Mr Microsoft to Mr Philanthropy
Jay-Anne Johnson, a Jamaican-born student at the James Madison University (JMU) in Virginia, has become the first black woman in Virginia to graduate with a degree in biophysical chemistry. According ...
J'can becomes first black woman JMU graduate in biophysical chemistry
The South Dakota Discovery Center is presenting a limited edition Lunch and Learn program on Thursday in conjunction with Pierre Players’ performance of the history-based drama “Radium Girls.” ...
Discovery Center and Pierre Players radioactive
The fact that the Sun’s corona is significantly higher in temperature than expected is a long-standing puzzle. New research shows this problem could be solved by mini solar flares, nicknamed ...
Hot Solar Mystery Could Be Solved by ‘Campfires’
A booster dose of the Pfizer vaccine is effective against variants first identified in South Africa and Brazil. The European Union is considering supporting a patent waiver for Covid vaccines.
Covid-19 Live Updates: India’s Vaccinations Dip as Outbreak Reaches New Highs
Anthony Davis scored 36 points and Alex Caruso added a season-best 18, but the Lakers lost 106-101 at Portland and dropped into seventh place in the West.
Lakers lose to Trail Blazers, fall into seventh place in Western Conference
What weighed with people was not scams, corruption, Sabarimala or investigations by central agencies. Instead, they saw in Pinarayi Vijayan a crisis manager who measures up to any event, whether a ...
How the Left took Kerala with a convincing narrative and master narrator
The competition was between an ‘outsider’ who is threatening that which is valuable in the state, and an ‘insider’ who is going to protect it. This is how it worked in West Bengal, Tamil Nadu, Assam ...
Us vs them: the battle for state culture in recent assembly polls
MONTVILLE, NJ - At the Montville Township Board of Education (BOE) meeting on Tuesday, April 27, 2021, the Montville Township High School (MTHS) Assistant Principal, Kenneth Nadzak, introduced ...
Five Montville Township High School Students Receive Recognition for Excellence in Academics, Athletics, Arts, Community Service and Leadership
One of your neighbors posted in Schools. Click through to read what they have to say. (The views expressed in this post are the author’s own.) ...
MTHS Third Quarter ShopRite STARS Honored by Montville BOE
By the late 1960s, the most famous writer in America had become a recluse, having forsaken his dazzling career… Nevertheless, J.D. Salinger often came to Manhattan, staying at his parents’ sprawling ...
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